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Abstract—The combined impact of active and passive interferences on coherent pulse radar was

investigated. A mathematical model was developed implementing a new method for compensating the

active component of combined interference in coherent pulse radar employing spectral differences in the

structure of active and passive interferences. The results of simulation reveal that the polarization-time

signal processing involving the use of rejection filters for suppression of passive interferences in circuits

of forming the weight coefficients of automatic compensator make it possible to significantly enhance the

quality of active interference compensation under conditions of exposure to combined interferences. The

rejection of passive interference in circuits of forming the weight coefficients is shown to eliminate the

distortion of passive spectrum distortion at the output of adaptive polarization filter.
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INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the compensation of active noise interferences (ANI) can be ensured by using the

heterodyne [1] or quadrature [2] automatic compensators of interferences and also by using adaptive antenna

arrays [3]. In the first case, useful signals and interferences are received by the main and compensation

channels of radar. Next, the ANI acting along both the main and side lobes of antenna directional pattern are

compensated by adjusting the weight coefficients at the expense of using the correlation feedback [4].

However, under the exposure to combined action of active interferences and re-reflections from passive

scatterers the space-distribution character of the latter damages the spatial correlation of signals of point

active radiations [5]. This results in the reduced compensation of active component of combined

interference. At sections of range in angular directions where the passive component of combined

interference is predominant, the ANI compensation can become highly questionable. In this case, the time

correlation of reflections from passive interferences is also damaged that complicates the separation of

useful signals against the background of such interferences. The last fact can be explained by the modulation

of passive component of combined interference by weight coefficients of the automatic compensator of

interferences. The effective compensation of active interferences involves the need of forming the classified

learning sample generated by only active component of combined interference.

Patent [6] describes a device for compensation of active component of combined interference, where the

formation of weight coefficients of automatic compensator is performed in the frequency range shifted with

respect to the working frequency range of the radar. However, in this case the suppression ratio of active

noise interference is deteriorated due to differences between the central frequency of interference spectrum

fint used for generation of weight coefficients of automatic compensator and the central frequency of radar

signal spectrum fs. In this case the degradation of ratio of suppression ratio K(fint) generated at the frequency

of interference fint to suppression ratio K(fs) at the frequency of signal fs is described by the following

expression:

K f K f( ) / ( )int s � �1 1 2{ – cos[ sin ( – ) / ]} /� �d f f c P Pint s ANI n , (1)

where � = 2�dsin�/c is the signal delay determined by the signal pass-length difference to receiving

antennas, d is the distance between the receiving antennas, � is the angular position of ANI source with

respect to the antenna normal, c is the propagation velocity of wave front, PANI is the power of active noise

interference, and Pn is the power of intrinsic noises of receiving channels.
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